In this proceeding we report the most recent results from the CDF and DØ collaborations on the rare decays of b-mesons. The presented results involve show a new DØ limit for B B 
Introduction
The search for the rare b-hadron decays is an important precision test for the Standard Model (SM). The decay modes described in this document are all forbidden at the tree level in the SM and are only mediated by loop diagrams. Beyond-SM (BSM) contributions are in general possible at tree level in some models or can contribute to the loops, with an effect on the amplitude of the processes and in other observables. For those decay modes the smallness of the branching ratio (BR) by itself contribute also to make the new physics (NP) contribution evident.
The two Tevatron experiments, CDF [1] and DØ [2] , benefit of the large heavy-flavor production cross-section for pp collisions at √ s = 1.96TeV. These conditions make the experiments competitive with the B-factories results on the B [3] . The current update is based on a sample of 2.9 fb −1 . The online selection is made possible by two dedicated hardware systems XFT [4] and SVT [5] . These two systems, at the first ad second level of the trigger, are able to reconstruct the track parameters with high precision in about 20 µs; in particular SVT uses the silicon information and allows to recognize events with tracks coming from a displaced vertex and with helix parameters compatible with a B-hadron decay.
The trigger selection used at the Level-2 requires events having two tracks with p T ≥ 2 GeV/c and 120 µm ≤ d 0 ≤ 1.0 mm. The two trigger tracks must have an opening angle 2
• ≤ |∆θ| ≤ 90
• in the transverse plane. Other cuts on the track momenta are applied to further suppress the rate and changes according the instantaneous luminosity. The selection at Level-3 confirms the previous cuts and requires a transverse decay length L xy ≥ 200 µm, where the distance is corrected by the beamline position.
The analysis cuts are optimized to maximize the standard figure of merit
where S (B) represents the number of signal (background) events. The background is selected from the sidebands, while the signal is simulated using the CDF detailed Montecarlo (MC). As reference mode for the BR, and control sample for the angular analysis, the B 0 s → J/ψφ is chosen. The reference mode selection is performed using the same trigger selection, the events in common with the di-muon trigger selection used in another analysis about B 0 s → J/ψφ [6] are vetoed to have a completely independent sample in order to check the results. For the BR measurement the selected events are fitted using an unbinned maximum likelihood (ML) fit on invariant mass of the four kaons, with a model composed by two gaussians for the signal peak, a peaking background to account for the B 0 → φK contribution, and a combinatorial background. From the fit results the number of signal events is 295 ± 20, that correcting for the relative efficiency and using the world average value for B B Performing the fit with the addition of three angles, in the so called helicity reference frame, it is possible to disentangle the CP even and odds components. The fit method was cross In the angular analysis the effect of the trigger acceptance on angular distribution of the CPeven and CP-odd modes are taken into account using the CDF MC.
The angular analysis allowed to separate the longitudinal and transverse contribution, with a result of f L = 0.348 ± 0.041 ± 0.021 and f T = 0.652 ± 0.041 ± 0.021 [8] . The fig. 2 shows a comparison between the experimental results and some predictions obtained using particular models. The comparison with the theoretical predictions shows a reasonable agreement with some models.
The Flavor Changing Neutral Current (FCNC) transition b → sl + l − in the SM is possible in penguin and box diagrams. The CDF was performed on three different modes:
The modes involving B + and B 0 modes were already observed and studied at the B-Factories, the third mode was never observed before and only an upper limit to its BR exists [12, 13] .
The most recent CDF analysis uses 4.4 fb −1 of data. The trigger selection requires the identification of two charged muons, with opposite charge, in the region with |η| ≤ 1 and transverse momentum p T > 1.5 GeV/c or p T > 2.0 GeV/c according the trigger condition. Other refinements on the selection are applied to keep the trigger rate under control. The kaon identification relies on the possibility to measure the energy deposited in the tracking chamber and the time-of-flight, the muon identification add the information coming from the muon chambers combined in an likelihood.
The BR measurement is performed selecting for each B q → hµ + µ − the B q → hJ/ψ mode as reference, where q stands for u, d, or s quark and h for K + , K , or φ meson. The cuts are optimized in two steps: the first optimization step selects the cuts to have the best significance on the reference mode, in this first step the cuts are just rectangular cuts, this is loose selection; in the second step the selection is chosen to have the best significance on the signal modes, here an artificial neural network output variable is used, this is the NN selection. In the final optimization there is a small difference between modes already observed and the B The final BR indeed can be evaluated using the general formula:
sgn(bkg) is the number of events for the signal (reference) after NN (loose) selection, The results give:
the statistical signal significance for the modes are: 8.5σ, 9.7σ, and 6.3σ, with the first observation for the B 0 fig. 3 show the fit results for the B 0 s → φµ + µ − mode. For the B +(0) → K +( 0) µ + µ − modes it is also possible to extract other parameters of the decays, related to the kinematic, that are well predicted by the SM. Those parameters are the longitudinal polarization fraction (FL) and the forward-backward asymmetry (AFB).
The AF and K * 0 FL are extracted from cos θ µ and cos θ K distributions, respectively, where θ µ is the helicity angle between µ + (µ) direction and the opposite of the B (B) direction in the dimuon rest-frame, and θ K is the angle between the kaon direction and the direction opposite to 
in the reference frame were the two muons decay at rest. the observable cos(θ) is defined. The cos(θ) is the scalar product between the directions of the µ + and B in this particular reference frame. Separating the sample between cos(θ) > 0 from the cos(θ) < 0 it is possible to evaluate the so called forward-backward asymmetry:
The value of the asymmetry is predicted in the SM and in many BSM theories as function of the di-muon mass. The fig. 5 shows how the experimental data are in agreement with the SM prediction but also with some of the BSM models[9]. 
B
− is considered one of the golden channels to test the SM prediction in the flavor sector. This because the purely leptonic final state limit the uncertainty due to hadronic form factors. Moreover the contribution of the NP in many models can be precisely computed. In this scenario the SM prediction for the BR is B B 0.04 for the B 0 → µ + µ − . Those decay modes are also favorite from the experimental point of view, because the di-muon final states is a very clean signature. The search is performed by both CDF and DØ with a very similar selection, the main differences are the muon coverage and mass resolution: CDF has a good coverage up to |η| < 1 with a mass resolution of about 25 MeV/c 2 , DØ coverages is up to |η| < 3 with a mass resolution about 100 MeV/c 2 . The data selection and the analysis technique are similar in both experiments: the selection is based on a search for a di-muon candidate, with a multivariate classifier to identify B 0 (s) → µ + µ − candidate. The CDF analysis uses an artificial neural network (ANN), while DØ uses a Bayesian neural network (BNN). The classifier uses as input variable the muon momenta, the candidate isolation, the decay length and other kinematic variables, with the exclusion of the dimuon mass. The background training sample is taken from the sidebands while the signal sample is obtained generating B 0 s → µ + µ − events with an event generator and processing the events through the experiment's MC simulation. The CDF experiment, due to the better mass resolution, can also perform a direct search for the B 0 → µ + µ − decay mode. The background sources are semileptonic decays of b and c-hadron, in particular there are two sources: one is composed by the double semileptonic decays, like BB → µ + µ − X or DD → µ + µ − X, the other is composed by sequential semileptonic decays, like B → µ + νD,D → µ −n uX. An additional source to the previous is when there is a real muon and fake muon from misidentification of pions and kaons. A peaking background comes from the hadronic decays B → h + h − , when both hadrons are faked as muons, but this is found to be negligible for the B 0 s → µ + µ − . The BR of the decay can is obtained using as reference the B + → J/ψK + decay mode using the following formula:
where N (B to better compare with the previous measurements. The limit is evaluated using the pseudofrequentist confidence level approach (CL s ) [14] . DØ based on 6.1 fb −1 doesn't observe any excess, setting an upper limit to B B 0
−8 at the 95% C.L. showed in fig. 6 [15]. This is consistent with the CDF preliminary re- 
Conclusions
The Tevatron experiments are giving a very important contribution in the study of B rare decays, helping to define how the new physics could appear in this field. The CDF experiment reports a new results for the the B The presented results can be further improved in the middle term because they are generally
